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EU Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union

All member states are now required to prepare and submit 
10-year National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs) on 
an ongoing basis to enable coordinated EU climate action.

● Draft NECPs  submitted December 2018 
○ Irish Draft NECP shows 4 scenarios up to 2040.
○ EU feedback on Draft NECP by July 2018. 

● Final NECPs & (Paris-aligned) Long Term Strategy
○ Submit finalised NECP and LTS by 1 Jan 2020.  



We assess alignment of Ireland’s Draft NECP 
with the goals of the Paris Agreement by:
● Allocating a Paris-aligned CO₂-only Irish national carbon 

quota (NCQ), incl. land use, based on “best available 
science” and, at least minimally, “on the basis of equity”.

● Compared to a carbon commitment analysis of 
projected fossil fuel usage for each NECP scenario.

Carbon commitment analysis: Assessing the total 
cumulative amount of CO₂ emitted over a scenario period.



“best available science”
“For policy-making in the context of the UNFCCC, we suggest using 
the 590 to 1240 GtCO₂ estimate from 2015 onwards for a likely 
chance of limiting warming to below 2ºC…”  Rogelj et al. (2016)

● Need for precaution mandates use of low-end of range.

Therefore, we use 590 GtCO₂ as the precautionary, Paris-aligned 
global carbon budget (GCB) of nett remaining CO₂ that can be 
emitted from the Paris Agreement year of 2015 onward.

[IPCC SR15 revised the GCB estimate for < +2ºC upward somewhat; but also strongly reinforced 
the importance of “efforts toward” < +1.5ºC: on balance, ~590 GtCO₂ from 2015 remains a suitable, 
precautionary, “Paris-aligned” GCB estimate.]



“on the basis of equity”
We use a 2015 global and Irish population basis to take a minimal account of 
equity to estimate Ireland’s Paris-aligned GCB share .

● “Fair” GCB share = Ireland’s national carbon quota (NCQ)

● NCQ includes net cumulative CO₂ from energy, cement and land use 

● Including historic emissions or capacity to pay would decrease Ireland’s 
energy NCQ. Likewise net LU emissions or inadequate non-CO₂ mitigation.

Equal global per capita quota from 2015 =  Low-end GCB = 590 GtCO₂ = 80 tCO₂/capita
   Global Pop.    7.4 billion

Therefore, Irish NCQ from 2015 = Irish pop x equal global per capita quota 

     = 4.7 million x 80 tCO₂/cap      

     Ireland’s NCQ ~ 378 MtCO₂ from 2015



Arrows and annotation added to Climate Change Advisory Council (2018)  p. 14
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Primary Energy data from Draft National Energy & Climate Plan (NECP) 2021-2030 Dec. 2018

Figure 22, Showing the 
NECP 1 scenario in Mtoe.

Carbon commitment analysis: 
From given NECP scenario data, convert from fossil fuel usage 
in Mtoe to show annual and cumulative emissions in MtCO₂ 
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Unit thermal energy 
combustion CO₂ 

Coal

Peat

265 ktCO₂ / TWh

205 ktCO₂ / TWh

341 ktCO₂ / TWh

2015 Ireland Fossil Fuel 
Primary Energy TWh

407 ktCO₂ / TWh

78.2 TWh

42.0 TWh

8.8 TWh

16.7 TWh

2015 Ireland 
Fossil Fuel CO₂

20.7 MtCO₂

8.6 MtCO₂

5.7 MtCO₂

x =

3.6 MtCO₂

TOTAL 38.6 MtCO₂145 TWh Add 16 TWh renewables
Total primary = 161 TWh
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NECP scenarios 
approximately flatline annual 
fossil fuel emissions, steadily 
escalating Irish cumulative CO₂ 
responsibility for climate change

Cumulative CO₂ for the four Draft NECP scenarios fossil fuel usage



Summary
● We find: under all scenarios presented in Draft NECP, Irish energy 

shows negligible absolute reduction in CO₂ emissions up to 2040. 

● This would lead to early, and escalating, overshoot of Ireland’s 
estimated “fair share” remaining, Paris-aligned NCQ.

● Therefore, Draft NECP transfers onto young Irish people today 
responsibility for very large scale future carbon dioxide removal 
(CDR) from atmosphere with serious risks of non-delivery. 

● Given prima facie high risk & inequitable approach to this key policy 
domain, finalised NECP needs to show rapid reductions in fossil 
fuel usage to minimise overshoot of Paris Agreement limits.

.
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